Four Wheel Single Cylinder Cart with Pneumatic Wheels (Part No. AG6211) –
Designed to safely hold and easily transport a cylinder up to 12" OD. This cart is furnished with the same features included with Model AG6212 except it has 10.5" fully pneumatic wheels to provide for excellent all surface control.

Four Wheel Double Cylinder Cart (Part No. AG6214) –
Designed to safely hold and easily transport two 12” maximum OD cylinders. The cart has two retractable 3" rear swivel casters that drop into place when needed for additional load handling safety or lock into the frame when not required. Construction is of heavy 10-gauge HR steel supports and 14-gauge round steel tube welded and powder paint finished. Heavy-duty polypropylene cylinder straps with steel cinch buckles secure cylinders in place and 10.5" fully pneumatic wheels provide for excellent all surface control. The carts are packaged with upper handle section removed and can ship UPS for freight savings.

Medical E Single Cylinder Cart (Part No. SG6218) –
Designed to safely hold and carry one small medical cylinder (D & E styles) up to 4½" OD. A thumb screw is located in top ring to secure the cylinder in place.

Adjustable Cylinder Stand (Part No. SG6204) –
Made of cast aluminum, the stand hinges open so it can be placed around the cylinder without lifting the cylinder. The three adjustable uprights can be adjusted to accommodate cylinders from 6" OD to 9½" OD.

Cylinder Stand (Part No. SG6200) –
used for securing cylinders where a wall or bench is not available; these stands are made of cast aluminum, and are hinged so they can be placed around the cylinder without lifting the cylinder. Four thumb screws provide a tight fit after closing. The stand fits any cylinder with an 8" to 9" OD.

Small Cylinder Stand (Part No. SG6201) –
Made of sturdy lightweight plastic, the two thumb screws provide a tight fit for cylinders from 3" to 4½" OD. Three recessed mounting holes are located on the base for floor mounting. These stands are ideal for medical D or E type cylinders.

Cylinder Floor Stand (Part No. SG6225) –
Constructed from 11-gauge plate steel, welded and powder paint finished, the stand safely supports cylinders 4" to 10" OD. Uses adjustable compression bar and cylinder strap for excellent security. Floor mounting holes included.

Medical E Double Cylinder Cart (Part No. SG6219) –
designed to safely hold and carry two small medical cylinders (D & E styles) up to 4½" OD. A thumb screw is located in top ring to secure the cylinders in place.
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